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Disclaimer
Belvaspata is not intended to diagnose, or to constitute medical
advice or treatment. All healing takes place within self. Please
follow all regulatory guidelines of your speciﬁc municipality in
terms of assisting and working with others, even with their
express consent. A physician or other healthcare professional
should be consulted for any necessary medical attention.
Donations to support the work of Almine and the Liaison to
the Indigenous Peoples for Belvaspata are gratefully accepted.
Please use and share with respect, reverence and gratitude.
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Almine

Almine
For many years before being called to a specific task by a profound
spiritual experience in February, 2005, Almine walked a path of deep
shamanic traditions. For five years, she lived and taught among the
Northern Indigenous Tribes of America and Canada being recognized
and honored for her wisdom and abilities and receiving their blessings
for and in the adoption of her full blood Cree daughter, Jaylene.

Jaylene with Almine

“From my point of view, Almine is one of the best Spiritual Teachers
that has surfaced this millennium. Her messages are so powerful that
they reach us all at the deepest, most inner levels, leaving us changed
forever.”
Chief Standing Elk, Ihunktowan Dakota chief

Jaylene and Almine
Almine is the most prolific, impeccable seers receiving directly from
the Infinite Mother, angelic realms for which her body of works- books,
on line classes, light and sound elixirs, Belvapata with all its healing
modalities, sacred breath work and much, more serve as testament, born
out as truth through their application and countless testimonials. Her
dedication to achieve her mission to reach the “Pillars of the Temple” is
stellar-bringing together small bodies of students to carry forth this vast
body of work and vision (the wings) as teachers and practitioners, (the
roots) through teaching and its practical application. Taking each class
and herself through the process of transformation, transmutation and
transfiguration bringing them and herself increased capacities and
abilities. All while raising her daughter and as welll as her other
personal responsibilities.
In early December 2014, Almine experienced a massive stroke, while
delving once again into realms that few have even entered and survived
if they did. Part of her quest to continue to bring forth practical
resolutions to the most serious issues we all are facing. She is slowly,
steadily recovering. It has come to light that Almine has never received
any payment for her works, using all funds received by Spiritual
Journeys to support her growing organization in an effort to expand its

outreach through radio shows, websites, and other media. For the work
of Spiritual Journeys to continue, the staff and its outreach has been
reduced. It is now the time for the Pillars to come forth, to spread the
work and take action.
What you can do:
 A portion of the donations received for this BVP Companion
booklet will be given to Spiritual Journeys in appreciation for the
gift of BVP received through Almine directly from the Infinite
Mother.
 Purchase your BVP manuals from http://spiritualjourneys.com/.


Purchase A Life of Miracles, Almine's first book – the story of
her life- how it all began. Do a Belvaspata healing session for
Almine. It makes a difference.

 Put BVP in practice in your life. Be the roots to her wings.

Belvaspata

The Sigil for Belvaspata
Belvaspata
Healing of the Heart

The Over-all Angel for Belvaspata
Kelechnutvaveleshvispata
Angel sigil:

Belvaspata, the Healing Modality
Belvaspata, Healing of the Heart, is a sacred modality that heals
with light and frequency. This healing method is a gift from the
Infinite to the cosmic races to accommodate the changing laws
of physics that took place as all life ascended into a new level of
existence in August 2006. The language used is a very high cosmic
language used by the Mother/Infinite Being and angels alike.
The use of Belvaspata heals as the frequencies of the sacred sigils
are drawn to where they are most needed and takes into consideration
changes that occurred in August 2006, altering the laws that
govern all existence.
These laws changed as the frequencies within the cosmos raised
us out of a cycle of existence in which polarity was the primary
causation for cosmic movement. We had now entered a more
elevated cycle of existence in which resonance became the basic
moving force.
The most basic assumptions on which healers of all modalities
had based their methods changed overnight. No longer did opposite
energies attract, that healing energy could gravitate towards diseased
energies. Now they would reject each other.

It became vital that healers begin to utilize light and frequency
to dispel the illusion of disease, as under the changed cosmic
laws, opposites would be attracted. The importance of working
with Belvaspata is that light would now be drawn to illusion and
frequency to distortion.
Belvaspata, in the language of the Mother Goddess,
means ‘healing of the heart’. Whereas the primary purpose of
previous cycles of existence was to seek perception (which is
mind-oriented), the one we have entered has a different purpose.
This cycle is like a blank canvas and challenges us to fulfill one
primary purpose: To create through the heart.
The body of knowledge, which is Belvaspata, is a gift from the
Mother/Infinite Being that we may fulfill the new purpose of life. It
is here to help us create health, joy and happiness through the heart.

Belvaspata Updates following Recent Cosmic Changes
Cosmic changes also impact Belvaspata. Throughout creation
there are various states of awareness and awakening and Belvaspata
supports each of them for the benefit of all.
Polarity and duality no longer exist. All energy and power is now
available to us and inseparable from us. It is no longer necessary to
pulse between the poles to create energy. This also means that light
and frequency, now unified, no longer are opposites that attract; all
resources are immediately drawn to where they are most needed.
This is the same for the Pairs of Emotions, Rays of Light, States
of Being and Heart Energies.
As the purpose of Belvaspata is to remove the illusion of all
disease, to remove the illusion of distorted emotion and to remove
the distortion of light, we can use Belvaspata as a tool to:

- see the perfection of all
- focus and enhance the perfection
- assist with the awakening of consciousness and to reveal
the underlying perfection
- assist in the full expression of our being should it be
blocked or not expressing fully
Belvaspata inspires the person (or a part of their body) to want to
express at a higher level and/or to let go of patterns and behaviors
held in the memory, thus releasing illusion and allowing fuller
expression.
The ultimate gift of Belvaspata is to Align with the Song of
Creation.
As an alchemical equation it reads:
Compassionate Support
+
Awakening from the Dream
=
Alignment with the Song of Creation
While doing Belvaspata, we envision the pristine perfection of all
and know that the perfection already exists. In doing so, we assist
and support the awareness of the perfection of all life. We look
beyond the physical appearance and manifestation of disease to the
existing underlying perfection; focusing on ‘what is’ — perfection —
and removing the focus from ‘what is not’ — the imperfection.

Symbols versus Sigils
Before we start working with Belvaspata and the relevant sigils,
we must first understand what a sigil is and the difference between
a symbol and a sigil. We will then need to know the meanings of the
sigils for this healing modality in order to properly understand and
use them.
A symbol represents something, whereas a sigil describes
something. When someone sees a BMW or a Mercedes symbol, it
represents upper middle-class vehicles of quality and distinction. On
the other hand, the symbol for a Rolls Royce or Bentley represents
elite vehicles that speak of a privileged lifestyle of dignity and
wealth.
So much is deduced just from one symbol. A Rolls Royce evokes
images of walled estates, chauffeurs, enough and accustomed money
where the symbol of a Ferrari will speak of more flamboyant taste.
Whereas symbols are common in our everyday world, the use of
sigils is virtually forgotten. Even in mystery schools, their hidden
knowledge eludes most mystics. Throughout the cosmos all beings
of expanded awareness utilize sigils and it is only a few left-brainoriented races that use symbols such as those in alphabets. An
example would be the word ‘LOVE’ where we have combined four
symbols (letters representing certain sounds) to make one symbol
(the word that represents a feeling). But love is one of the building
blocks of the cosmos, like space or energy.3 It can also represent
many different nuances within the emotion of love (which is the
desire to include) and other types of dysfunctionality and degrees of
need we mistakenly call ‘love’.
3 Discussed in Journey to the Heart of God, The True Nature of the Seven Directions.

As we can see, the symbol or word can be very misleading since
what it represents to one may not be what it represents to another.
The sigil for love describes the quality or frequency of what is meant.
It maps out the exact frequency of the emotion.
The sigil for someone’s name would do the same. As the person
or being rises in frequency, the sigil will change to reflect that. In
the case of angels, even their names change. This is why the angel
names or the goddess names have changed as the cosmos and Earth
have ascended to a much higher frequency. In these higher realms
the languages are also different and reflect the higher frequencies.
When a person has accomplished a major task within the cosmos
pertaining to the agreement they made with the Infinite, they also
receive a ‘meaning’ with its accompanying sigil. When a being is
called to do a task meant for the highest good, that being will come
if you have its name and meaning. The being absolutely must come
if, in addition, you have the sigil for the name and meaning.
Having someone’s sigil is like having that person’s phone number.
Sigils not only describe what they represent, but are a means to
communicate with what they represent.

The Significance of the Sigils
If all the other healing modalities are having their healing energy,
and their symbols meant to produce healing energy repulsed, they
are in fact producing the opposite of what is intended.
Because disease is distorted energy that repulses the natural
healing energies (the trillions of little fragments of awareness that
have been available to restore perfection), these methods would, in
fact, produce disease.
On August 17, 2006, in order to prevent well-intentioned healers
from doing harm, the Mother/Infinite Being took away the power
behind healing modalities based on energy work. The power behind
the previously used symbols was also removed. It is for this reason
that the gift of Belvaspata was given to humanity.
The Mother/Infinite Being has given the sacred sigils of
Belvaspata to us. As the cosmos grows in awareness these sigils are
automatically upgraded and stay at an optimum level of efficiency.
As sigils are packed full of awareness particles, it is the sigils given to
us by the Infinite that contain the greatest amount of these particles.
As of the 21st of April 2008, Mother/Infinite Being changed the
laws that governed sigils.
• Any attraction of resources are now immediate, exponential and
non-linear.
• As the building blocks of life are upgraded during cosmic
ascension, Belvaspata sigils will likewise be upgraded to attract
the correct building blocks.
• Light and love are now inseparable, interconnected fields. When
we speak of attracting light, light and love will both be attracted.

In November of 2013, a dramatic cosmic shift occurred that
has never before taken place. In the previous paradigm (reality) of
polarity and duality, we operated within the law of compensation;
where one side of the pole gained and the other side lost. We are no
longer within that previous reality of life where light and frequency
were separate subatomic building blocks of life. They are now
perfectly blended and integrated, and known as tonal luminosity.

Disease as an Illusion
Initiates into Belvaspata must very clearly understand why disease
and the false emotions of anger, fear, pain and protectiveness are
at this point an illusion.
All healing is but the removal of illusion and is facilitated through
the use of the sigils. One needs to remind oneself of this every time
the sigils are used. To treat disease as a real adversary is to strengthen
the illusion.
In acknowledging wholeness we uplift and inspire the
underlying perfection to reveal itself. This miraculous healing
modality, a divine gift to humanity, neither tries to heal nor fight
disease. To do so would affirm the existence of such illusions.
Belvaspata replaces distorted matrices with clarity by emphasizing
the expression of the pure luminosity and harmony that lies within
each being. The stimulation of the true frequencies — the Song of
the Self — in an individual creates self-healing by shattering the
matrix within the body that holds disease programs in place.

Concepts of Wellness
All diseases exist within us as dormant programs. They are
microcosmic representations of the macrocosm.
Misperceptions and distorted attitudes bring them online.
A change in these instantly puts them off-line and dormant.
Because they are like a computer program we activate,
they are our sub-creation imposed over reality.
There are degrees of realness. Realities individually
imposed are regarded as ‘unreal’.

Many feel that to deny the reality of disease is to deny
their pain. Pain is the language of spirit prompting change.

Those in pain cannot be judged as unenlightened because of
misperceptions. Many great ones carry the pain of others.

The greatest masters on Earth carry cosmic misperceptions.
Through inner change, they evolve cosmic unfoldment.
Neither welcome disease nor shun it. Heed its guidance
until the day when you dwell in a life of no opposites.

When duality ends, so does growth through opposition.
Knowing the unrealness of something is the beginning of
its healing.

Belvaspata has been given to restore the proper perception
(light) and emotions (frequency), removing the illusion of
disease.

About
Belvaspata Initiations

Belvaspata From Initiate to Grand Master Level
All Belvaspata initiatons are done by a Master or Grand Master
except for the Grand Master initiation which can only be done by a
Grand Master.
Self -initiations can be done with a mentor Master or Grand
Master of BVP except for Grand Master which must be done the
assistance of a Grand Master.
Each level can use the sigils for their level and those for the levels
below as indicated in the Companion. All levels can use all BVP
modalities.

Preparation from Level One to Grand Master
Level I connects the initiate to the soul group they represent.
Study and internalize the 12 Pairs of Emotions.
Level II connects the initiate to the planet. Each time a Level II
practitioner uses Belvaspata, it affects all of humanity.
Study and internalize the 16 Rays of Light.
Master Level removes illusion, connecting the Master to the
cosmos in that every time a master practitioner uses Belvaspata,
it benefits all of the cosmos.
Study and internalize the 12 Pairs of States of Being.
The Grand Master Level affects the spiritual emotional, spiritual
mental and spirit bodies of all. It promotes the coming together
of life in the more subtle and physical levels of existence. It also
removes obstructions that interfere with the opening and
blossoming of the many new enhancements now found in that
unique archetype, man.
Study and internalize the 24 Basic Heart Energies which give
rise to the 12 Enhanced Heart Energies.

Affects of each Level of Belvaspata
Every time a first or second level healer uses the sigils, a portion of
the Earth and its population are healed. Because the Master Sigil
connects the master healer to the cosmos, every time a master healer
heals with these sigils, it affects the cosmos. The Grand Master sigil
assists with preparing the physical body for immortality and to clear
old programming.
Belvaspata’s first three levels are meant to beneficially impact the
physical, etheric, emotional, and mental bodies of beings only; Level
II affects the four lower bodies of the planet. At the Master Level,
the four lower bodies of the cosmos are also affected by the sigils.
The Grand Master Level is the level for the immortality of the body.
It is designed to release new hormones and open the higher
capacities of the endocrine system. It connects the individual with
assistance from the highest levels within the cosmos. It draws in
additional angelic presences into our lives and brings clarity of
mind and purity of heart as the pathways of light are cleared within
the seventh body or spirit body. As it does so, it clears the cosmic
pathways and removes old programming of suffering as it connects
the initiate with the assistance from the highest levels within the
cosmos.
Note: There is a three month waiting period between initiations
into Levels One and Two BVP and initiations into Master and
Grand Master.

The Significance of the Master
and Grand Master Sigils
The Master and Grand Master Sigils are to be used only for the
initiations of Master and Grand Master practitioners. This is because
of the purpose/intent that is held within their power.
The sigils of Belvaspata have a hidden power behind the obvious.
For a Level I and Level II practitioner, every time the sigils are used,
they dispel the illusion of disease and the illusion of distortions
found in light and frequency (emotion) everywhere. In other words,
everywhere on earth, there is less disease each time they are used.
The Master Sigil and Grand Master Sigil extend this influence to
affect not only life on earth, but also the whole cosmos. After having
practiced the sigils regularly and above all internalized the Pure
Emotions, the Rays of Light, States of Being and Heart Energies,
Master and Grand Master practitioners become connected to the field
of existence that spans the cosmos. Practicing Belvaspata therefore
becomes a cosmic service, bringing healing to life everywhere.
Where great service is rendered, great rewards are given. The
rewards in this instance are a strengthening of the previous sigils
placed in centers of the Master’s/Grand Master’s body by 100
times. The second magnificent reward is higher consciousness for
the master and greater silence of the mind. Mastery is defined as
absence of dialogue in the mind, or silence of the mind; only masters
have this option.

The 12 Pairs of Emotions
(-)
1) Trust
The desire to surrender
(replaces fear)

(+)
Love
The desire to include

2) Peace
The desire to be at ease, to feel
at home (replaces protectiveness)

Inspiration
The desire to inspire and to
be inspired (replaces anger)

3) Pleasure
The desire to be delighted

Creativity
The desire to create

4) Acknowledgement
The desire to see perfection

Empathy
The desire to connect

5) Receptivity
The desire to receive

Generosity
The desire to give

6) Beauty
The desire to be uplifted

Encouragement
The desire to encourage and
to be encouraged

7) Assimilation
The desire to integrate

Communication
The desire to express

8) Joy
The desire to live

Passion
The desire to know

9) Fun
The desire to revel

Achievement
The desire to excel

10) Contentment
The desire to retain

Enlightenment
The desire to enhance and to
to be enhanced (replaces
pain)

11) Humor
The desire to be amused

Empowerment
The desire to be of service

12) Satisfaction
The desire to be fulfilled

Growth
The desire to expand

Four emotions were replaced when the 12 Band of Emotions
were created. Note what emotion replaces each obsolete
emotions when it is being percieved/experienced so you can
move into/become aware of the new emotion
Fear is replaced by Trust.
Anger is replaced by Inspiration.
Protectiveness is replaced by Peace.
Pain is replaced by Enlightenment.

The Twelve Bands of Emotions
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In the previous cycle light formed the matrix of the cosmos, while
emotion and awareness moved. Then, rings of emotion formed
the matrix and light moved within it. Now omnipresent awareness
permeates everything within the cosmos.
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Each band represents a paired set of emotions.

The Sigils of Light
16 Rays of Light
1.

The Root

2.

Faith

3.

Balance

4.

Abundance

5.

Wisdom

6.

Mercy

7.

Diversity

8.

Energy

9.

Bliss

10.

Perception

11.

Presence

12.

Hope

13.

Mastery

14.

Discovery
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Power

16.

Truth
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The Sixteen Rays of Light
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Previously, light reflected the static gridwork of the cosmos; now
it reflects cosmic movement. The root of light is the Infinite, the
Goddess Mother of all Creation. She is like the white light that
splits into colors. In the new creation into which we have entered,
there are sixteen rays of light that move throughout existence.
Although our minds may not initially grasp and interpret that we
are seeing colors never before seen, we are nevertheless in a new
color spectrum. When we become one with the Infinite Mother,
that in such expanded awareness, we are being cradled in her
loving arms. It is here where we will find the Source of all Light.

The 12 States of Being
(+)				
Praise
Exploration					
Gratitude					
Discernment					
Understanding					
Embrace					
Manifestation					
Oneness					
Integration					
Play
Perception					
Retention					

(-)
Glory
Harmony
Guidance
Transparency
Reflection
Ecstasy
Inevitability
Contentment
Evolution
Flexibility
Power
Conductivity
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The Twelve Pairs of States of Being
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How the Emotions and States
of Being Surround the Body

When fully lived, the door
in the heart opens and a
feminine form of awareness
is produced and we become
co-creators

How the Emotions and States of Being Intersect

The frequencies of the Grand Master Level were born as the Pure
Emotion and the States of Being ‘pulsed’ with one another. This is
no longer necessary, as all are now part of the unified field. These
frequencies do not have their own specific healing sigils but it is
important that they are understood and felt more intensely.

Birthing the 24 Primary Heart Energies
How the Emotions and States of Being Intersect
The twelve pairs
of emotions (+)

The twelve
pairs of heart
energies (+ −)
The twelve pairs
of the states of
being (−)

Originally, the rings each represented a pair that pulsed between
their positive and negative aspects. The wheels also pulsed with one
another. These were found not only as the grids of the cosmos, but
around the body of man.
Following the cosmic changes in December 2008, we no longer
pulse between aspects as all fields, light, frequency, etc. are now
blended. There are no longer any grids.

The 24 Primary Heart Energies birth from the combining of the
masculine and feminine aspect of each Pairs of Emotions with
each masculine and feminine aspect of each of the States of Being.
These 24 Primary Heart Energies then pair to produce the
Qualities of the 12 Enhanced Heart Energies. (See note at end of
this section.)

The Heart Energies from the
Zhong-Galabruk
Heart energies were born when the Pure Emotions and the States of
Being pulsed each other. The feminine aspect of one (either a
Pure Emotion or a State of Being) pulsed with the masculine aspect
of the other. This interaction produced particles of awareness
that had a negative polarity in relation to the already existing
awareness particles spread throughout the cosmos. The deeper or
stronger one aspect pulsed, the deeper the other responded and
the stronger the quality of heart energy that was born.
As the Heart Energies were produced, the Heart Energies
themselves ‘pulsed’ to form an enhanced and balanced Heart
Energy. The healing of polarity and duality has meant that they
are all now part of a unified field and as such, each is a unique
emphasis within that field.
Awareness used to move until August of 2006 when massive
changes occurred to the structure and nature of existence.
Now awareness only moves in response to love, praise and
gratitude as a magnetizing force.
But the awareness particles emitted by the heart will vary from
person to person, determined by his or her heart energies.
When there is an emission of these negative particles of
awareness, they hover in that person’s environment until directed
to create through love, praise and gratitude focused on a specific
set of circumstances. As the cloud of awareness particles
surrounds the person, these particles (although not moving

directionaly) vibrate. The dance, or vibration, of the particles is
very much affected by the energetic qualities of the heart. When
these particles dance in a similar way to someone else’s, we can
deduce that their heart energies are the same and that, since
same energies attract, there will be a strong attraction.
Note: In August 2006, it was written by Mother in the Book of Life
(which determines the laws of the cosmos), that heart energy will
always be the determining factor (in other words stronger), rather
than light or frequency in any relationship. In that way, light workers
will be attracted to one another, rather than have their similar light
and frequencies repelling each other (remember: same light and
frequency repel, same energies attract — the principles behind the
effectiveness of Belvaspata as a healing method).
Integration and understanding the 24 primary Heart
Energies and the enhanced 12 Heart Energies.
While they are now part of the unified field, it is still important to
understand the individual qualities and how they combine to fully
appreciate the unique emphasis that each contributes..
Contemplate and experience each set of Emotions and States of
Being which give rise to a set of the 24 Primary Heart Energies.
Then contemplate, experience, observe and appreciate how they
pair to complement and inspire one another to form one of 12
more balanced and Enhanced Heart Energies. (Their lists,
equations and descriptions with the images of how the fields
interact to will assist you in deeper understanding.g).

The 24 Primary Heart Energies
Emotions
Love (+)
Trust (-)
Inspiration (+)
Peace (-)
Creativity (+)
Pleasure (-)
Empathy (+)
Acknowledgement (-)
Generosity (+)
Receptivity (-)
Encouragement (+)
Beauty (-)
Communication (+)
Assimilation (-)
Passion (+)
Joy (-)
Achievement (+)
Fun (-)
Enlightenment (+)
Contentment (-)
Empowerment (+)
Humor (-)
Growth (+)
Satisfaction (-)

Heart Energies
Glory (-)
Praise (+)
Harmony (-)
Exploration (+)
Guidance (-)
Gratitude (+)
Transparency (-)
Discernment (+)
Reflection (-)
Understanding (+)
Ecstasy (-)
Embrace (+)
Inevitability (-)
Manifestation (+)
Contentment (-)
Oneness (+)
Evolution (-)
Integration (+)
Flexibility (-)
Play (+)
Power (-)
Perception (+)
Conductivity (-)
Retention (+)

Ecstasy (+)
Embrace (-)
Insight (+)
Appreciation (-)
Inspiration (+)
Love (-)
Truth (+)
Clarity (-)
Manifestation (+)
Gratitude (-)
Rejoicing (+)
Praise (-)
Harmony (+)
Wisdom (-)
Fulfillment (+)
Presence (-)
Growth (+)
Balance (-)
Evolution (+)
Surrender (-)
Discovery (+)
Awareness (-)
Acceptance (+)
Allowing (-)

The 12 Enhanced Heart Energies
1. Ecstasy (+)

+

Embrace (-)

= Divine Compassion

2. Insight (+)

+

Appreciation (-) = Reverence

3. Inspiration (+)

+

Love (-)

= Pure Creativity

4. Truth (+)

+

Clarity (-)

= Absolute truth

5. Manifestation (+) +

Gratitude (-)

= Impeccability

6. Rejoicing (+)

+

Praise (-)

= Celebration

7. Harmony (+)

+

Wisdom (-)

= Timing

8. Fulfillment (+)

+

Presence (-)

= Focus

9. Growth (+)

+

Balance (-)

= Strength

10. Evolution (+)

+

Surrender (-)

= Grace

11. Discovery (+)

+

Awareness (-)

= Clarity

12 Acceptance (+)

+

Allowing (-)

= Harmlessness

The 12 Enhanced Heart Energies
1. Love (+) + Glory (-) = Ecstasy (+)
Trust (-) + Praise (+) = Embrace (-)
Ecstasy (+) + Embrace (-) = Divine Compassion
Ecstasy as a positive factor is active: it is the broadcasting, or reaching
out, of the ecstatic song of the heart. Wherever it reaches, the heart
embraces; the heart includes in its compassionate embrace. Divine
compassion can therefore be described as the ecstatic embrace of
the heart.
2. Inspiration (+) + Harmony (-) = Insight (+)
Peace (-) + Exploration (+) = Appreciation (-)
Insight (+) + Appreciation (-) = Reverence
Insight, as a positive aspect, probes behind the illusion of appearances,
finding the perfection underlying all life. True illusion, as unsolved
portions of existence, no longer exist. All has been solved. But the
‘illusion’ of taking things at face value continues. Insight refuses
to take life at face value, finding the divine within. The response
of the heart to seeing the divine order behind illusion is one of
honoring and appreciation of life. From this vantage point, life is
lived with reverence for all life, refining the person living this way
and hallowing his experience.
3. Creativity (+) + Guidance (-) = Inspiration (+)
Pleasure (-) + Gratitude (+) = Love (-)
Inspiration (+) + Love (-) = Pure Creativity
Inspiration is a positive quality, actively seeking out that which
uplifts and inspires in what it observes. What uplifts and presents
us with inspiration evokes a deep love in our hearts. It creates a
desire for us to be in its presence. The combination of the
inspiration plus the love we feel for that which inspires, brings
forth the desire to create through the heart — the place of pure
creation.

4. Empathy (+) + Transparency (-) = Truth (+)
Acknowledgement (-) + Discernment (+) = Clarity (-)
Truth (+) + Clarity (-) = Absolute truth
When truth, as we see it, is lived at its highest level, we start to
express and live from a situation of clarity; where we are true, not
only to others, but to ourselves. In clarity and truth we become
aware of our motives’ origins. (Toltec mystics call it stalking
ourselves.) As we eliminate fear, protectiveness, anger and pain as
motives, the reasons for taking action or making choices become
clear and guide the promptings of our heart. The pure guidance of
our heart comes from the blueprint of the Infinite (that which the
Mother Goddess is), which is absolute truth.
5. Generosity (+) + Reflection (-) = Manifestation (+) +
Receptivity (-) + Understanding (+) = Gratitude (-)
Manifestation (+) + Gratitude (-) = Impeccability
The loss of impeccability is the result of failing to see the support
of the greater scheme of our lives; of not recognizing that we are
not alone. It is in thinking that we have to fend for ourselves that
we act in a way that does not enhance the interconnectedness of
life. In allowing life’s perfection to manifest in our lives in
whatever way it wants to, and knowing with gratitude that we are
sustained at all times, impeccability is born.
6. Encouragement (+) + Ecstasy (-) = Rejoicing (+)
Beauty (-) + Embrace (+) = Praise (-)
Rejoicing (+) + Praise (-) = Celebration
Rejoicing is a choice. It chooses to find that which is praiseworthy
over that which is not. If one looks for that which is flawed, it is
easy to find. Looking for that which one can rejoice in might take
more work. In doing so, our life changes day by day into a song of
praise, and transforms itself into one of celebration.

7. Communication (+) + Inevitability (-) = Harmony (+)
Assimilation (-) + Manifestation (+) = Wisdom (-)
Harmony (+) + Wisdom (-) = Timing
There is a flow to life — subtle currents that determine the course of
events. There is a time to act and a time to reflect; a time for output
and a time for input. Our lives unfold with grace and in perfect timing
when we have wisdom to stay in harmony with the soft whisperings
of destiny. To have the wisdom to obey these inner whisperings,
takes restraint. To hear them takes the silence of the mind of one
who has ceased to oppose life.
8. Passion (+) + Contentment (-) = Fulfillment (+)
Joy (-) + Oneness (+) = Presence (-)
Fulfillment (+) + Presence (-) = Focus
Toltec seers have given the sage advice to use death as an advisor;
to live each moment as though it were our last, with the focus it
deserves. The moment is the pivot point upon which all of life pivots.
It is therefore that which holds life’s potential. As such, it deserves
our full presence so that it can yield its full potential. In other words,
the moment can fulfill its promises of a new tomorrow, unfettered
by yesterday’s expectations. If tomorrow comes from the moment,
but the moment is not lived in a fulfilling manner, with presence and
focus, where will the future come from? It will instead be formed
by our yesterdays, haphazardly and as a repeat of what went before.
9. Achievement (+) + Evolution (-) = Growth (+)
Fun (-) + Integration (+) = Balance (-)
Growth (+) + Balance (-) = Strength
Growth that is unsupported lacks strength. Growth is always
tested, for gained knowledge has to become experiential
knowledge to be truly useful. Without balance to bolster it, it will
lack the strength to pass the testing of experience.

Growth internally produces external change. If change is not
balanced with rest, or our coming home to ourselves (more
detailed information on “Wings and Roots” by Almine, available as
an MP3), we will have wings but no roots. It is the dynamic pulsing
between wings and roots that gives us our strength.
10. Enlightenment (+) + Flexibility (-) = Evolution (+)
Contentment (-) + Play (+) = Surrender (-)
Evolution (+) + Surrender (-) = Grace
Grace is the enviable result of the ability to live life with full
cooperation. The surrender and trust of allowing life to evolve at
its own pace, and in its own way, brings to our lives the grace of
Mastery. It does not only require that we allow life to flow through
us, but that we learn from it as it does, evolving through the
insights it bestows.
11. Empowerment (+) + Power (-) = Discovery (+)
Humor (-) + Perception (+) = Awareness (-)
Discovery (+) + Awareness (-) = Clarity
We have examined clarity in Heart Energy number four as the
complete honesty with ourselves that requires a transparency of
our motives. Clarity as an end result can be described as the
certainty of what our next step is. The journey of existence
becomes a journey of discovery when lived with the utmost
awareness; an awareness born of the humility to know that only a
fool can assume to know what the next moments will be. A life of
clarity is not outcome oriented. It only knows that through living
in the fullest awareness, the discovery of the next step will be
achieved by living this one well, and thus a journey of clarity
unfolds one step at a time.

12. Growth (+) + Conductivity (-) = Acceptance (+)
Satisfaction (-) + Retention (+) = Allowing (-)
Acceptance (+) + Allowing (-) = Harmlessness
Injury to life comes when we step out of contracts;:when we fight
and resist life's circumstances, keeping others and ourselves from
growing. We often want life to change, but refuse to accept that we
have to change ourselves. It is when we accept the moment for
what it is, but allow change to come where it is needed by changing
ourselves, that we fulfill life's contracts. Only then does life become
empowered, rather than one of victimhood. When we feel life is
out of control, we try to control its unfolding, causing harm to the
interconnected web of life. By accepting our part of directing the
play, but also allowing the script to unfold, life is lived harmlessly.

Note: Both the 24 Primary Heart Energies and the 12 Enhanced
Heart Energies are referred to simply as Heart Energies in
official Belvaspata Manuals. I have made the distinctions in
these lists for clarity in presentations and integrations. The
description part of this material is included with the complete
equations for indepth understanding.

Belvaspata Session
Reference Material

Belvaspata Long-Distance Sessions
Follow the same guidelines as for a session done with someone
in person. You can arrange at time for the person to be in
meditation or at rest. However it is also possible to work on a
person without getting their permission, as Belvaspata will
remain in the person's field until they are ready and willling to
accept it and cannot work against their will.
Do not use a teddy bear or other ‘proxy’ to represent the person
that you are working with while doing a long-distance session.
Remember that we are not ‘sending energy.’ Belvaspata works
with light and frequency and is attracted to where it is most
needed.
Belvaspata and Self-Healing for Belvaspata Practitioners
All self-healing is done by accessing our true self, the One Being,
the All.
Following the same guidelines for a session. Feel that which you
want to access WITHIN THE SELF. You can now access ALL
without limit as ALL is within you. Draw the sigils in the air and
ask the angels to place them in the appropriate areas of the body.
Working on oneself is the greatest gift that one can give oneself.
All healing, whether done for another or for oneself, is a blessing
to all life and assists in elevating all to a higher level, as the
perfection is further revealed. There is, in truth, only One Being.
Through the interconnectedness of all life, the healing
frequencies of Belvaspata automatically go where they are most
needed so all life benefits. In this way one is of greater service.
Through the archetype principle — that which we accomplish
for ourselves is also accomplished for all.

Working with Sigils - Level I Sigil

1: The sigil

2: Area over which
to draw the sigil

To be drawn over the forehead

3. Quality (meaning) of the
sigil in the Mother’s
Language

Bla-utva-pata

4. Intent of sigil

For opening of the mind

By the power of this sigil which I hold in my hand, I call in the Angel
5. Angel name in the
Mother’s Language

Rutsetvi-uru-bach

6. Look at the sigil for the angel as you call the angel’s name

Angel Sigil

How to Sign a complex Belvaspata Sigil
Level II Initiation Sigil

Some sigils are more complex and their lines can be confusing to
follow until you are more familiar with them. It may help you to
make copies of these sigils and use makers of different colors to
distinguish the paths of the lines. Practitioners have experienced
that after using sigils for a while these lines will start to stand out
for you. They will speak to you. Each line will come forward for
you in its turn.
Sigils begin with the upper most left hand side, go lower on the left and
continue toward the right. This is the same format as the Mother's
Language follows in writing.

The Sigil

Num-mer-stararot-belsh-spi - 9the/last sigillin initiation LevellII2 II

Begin here

Begin at the upper most line in the left hand corner tracing the
form of the line

Continue

Continue drawing the sigill dropping to the next lower line
and tracing its form.

Then

Complete with the lowest line

Learn what works best for you. Some practitioners hold the book
or a copy of the sigil over their client and trace it right from the
book or copy. Others prefer to draw in the air (following the
directions for placement of the specific sigil) while looking at the
sigil, finding this significantly easier for them.

The Languages of Infinite Mother
Whatever is spoken in the languages of Mother/Infinite becomes
reality. Having this power, the languages and their use constitute a
most holy body of white and beneficial magic.
The purity of the languages makes them incapable of being
misused. The use of them brings light and restores perfection. They
are without doubt the most holy of symbols on earth.
The languages have appeared in 3 different forms in various
cycles and have provided a guidance system for the cosmos. The
choice of a specific language of the Mother/Infinite used during a
given cycle of Creation provided the exact frequencies and amount
of light needed at the time.

The Second Language of the Holy Mother
Used during the Cosmic Ascension
(Excerpted from The Ring of Truth)
Pronunciation of Mother’s Language
The pronunciation is very much like German, other than that the
‘v’ (as in very) and ‘w’ (as in white) are pronounced as in English.
The syllables are pronounced individually when placed next to
each other. There are no contracted sounds like ‘au’ (as in trauma).
It would be necessary to say the ‘a’ and ‘u’ separately. The only
exception to this rule is a double ‘aa’ at the end of a word. This
indicates the ‘a’ sound (as in spa).
The ‘ch’ spelling at the beginning of a word is the only time it is
pronounced as in ‘church’. Everywhere else it is pronounced as in
the German ‘kirche’ or somewhat like the Spanish x as in Mexico.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

‘u’ is pronounced as in ‘prudence’
‘a’ is pronounced as in ‘garden’
‘e’ is as in ‘pet’.
‘i’ is pronounced as in ‘pink’
‘o’ is pronounced in the way someone with an English accent
would say ‘of’ or ‘cross’
‘g’ is always a hard ‘g’ like ‘great’
‘c’ is always hard as in ‘call’
‘q’ has a ‘qw’ sound as in ‘queen’
‘r’ is slightly rolled—‘rr’
‘y’ is pronounced as in ‘Yvette’, with an ‘ee’ sound

‘I am happy’ has a much higher frequency than ‘I am tired’,
therefore ‘I’ and ‘am’ would be different in each of these sentences.
Also, when the concept is large, several words are needed.
‘Beautiful’ will have different words depending on what is described,
but in each case the term will have several words since it is a complex
concept.
There are no words for ‘sad’, ‘pain’, ‘angry’, ‘protective’ or
‘fear’, since those are illusory concepts in this creation of life. There
are also no negative words.
‘I’ and ‘we’ would be the same word as this is a group consciousness
language. Similarly, ‘he’ and ‘they’ would use the same word.

Sentences in the Mother's Language
Aushbava heresh sishisim Come here.
Aasushava pre-unan aruva bareesh We come to open the gate. )
Note: ‘Come’ in this sense is not the same word used for come
here.’ Mother's Language changes with the nuances of the words.
There are many words for come. The same is true of sigils.
Perenuesh krava susibreve truach
In great mercy you are renewed.
Pleshpaa vu skaura versebia nunuhesh
Allow your shoulders to feel lightness.
Verunachva ulusetvaabi manuresh
All are in this moment redeemed.
Kre-eshna sa-ul varavaa It is beautiful everywhere.)
Erluech spauhura vavish menuba Find the new song that you sing.
Telech nusva rura vesbi Through love are we connected.
Vala veshpa uvi kle-u vishpi ula usbeuf pra-uva
You are invited into the loving embrace of our arms.
Pelech parve uru-uhush vaspa pe-uravesh ple-ura
Together let us create wondrous moments.
Me-uhu vaubaresh ka-ur-tum Our new dance is a joyous one.

Lodge of the Liaison

The Lodge of the Liaison
Rain on the Earth was called to be the Liaison to the Indigenous
March 6, 2009
“Dear sister Rain,
…...
Mother has directly called you to serve on the board in a
totally independent capacity as a liaison with the Indigenous
Peoples of the Earth. It has been seen that your devotion
and dedication for your work with the bees indicates your
gifts to work independently with specific groups.
As you serve in this capacity Almine states that you may gift
Belvaspata to key people within the Native American and
other Indigenous communities,... They can also then spread
Belvaspata through their unique key positions throughout
the groups they represent. Almine asks only that credit be
given to her directly as the originator of Belvaspata received
directly from Mother/Infinite...
In Adoration of the Infinite,
Jan Alvey” (Dean of BVP and Office Manager of Spiritual
Journeys on behalf of Almine)
Through my journeys as Liaison
there has been a convergence of
symbiotic relationships through
which support of this work has
grown.
The home of the Lodge of the
Liaison, my teepee is the home of
the sacred White Buffalo herd. I
have been told that this lodge
represents the 'landing of the eagle'the Calling of the Nations. The

prophecy of the White Buffalo is they are the heralds of
Peace between People and Nations. It has become clear
that the manifestation of this prophecy requires “Healing of
the Heart”- which is what the word Belvaspata means in the
Mother's language. The teepee flies the flag of the
overseeing angel of BVP at its peak with the sigils for love,
praise, gratitude and trust in the 4 directions. We enter in
gratitude the direction of the gift of the buffalo to the people.

Sigils of Trust

Sigils of Trust
The Infinite Mother has many different sigils for the words
Love, Praise, Gratitude and Trust. They are nuances of the
words as well as the curcuitry for their principles.
The sigils for the ascension attitudes of Love, Praise,
Gratitude and Trust through which the alchemy of these
nuances are fields of study with applications for ascension.
This sigil for Trust is considered the Capstone of the
pyramid below formed by Love, Praise and Gratitude.
Love, Praise and Gratitude used in the closing of Belvaspata
were the first three Almine received. Almine had asked me
to look for the sigil of Trust. The Capstone sigil for Trust
was received by Almine about the same time as I received
the sigil for Trust used in the 4 directions.
They have different purposes and both are included here.
The sigil of Trust as used in the 4 directions by the Liaison
for the Indigeous Peoples was immediately received with
warmth. It is a very simple trust and very easy to remember
how to sign. I am told often that this is the only sigil that
this remembered. Trust therefore is the primary quality that
comes immediately to mind. It is foremost in memory
because of this simplicity.
You could think of this 4 Direction sigil for Trust as a
nuance of the ascension attitude of Trust. One of its tones.

The Ascension Attitudes

Trust

Blavit-rechvatu
Praise

Neresh-huspata
Love

Nusarat-ubesvi
Gratitude

Sigil of the West

Vich Eshe-na Trust

The Lodge of the Liaison uses this sigil for simple
trust - uncomplicated and pure.

The Sigils of the 4 Directions
The Sigils of the 4 Directions in the indigenous understanding are
used to honor and bless the sacred Hoop, of the Peoples and
Nations with all creation as our relations as we come together to
heal the heart. They are used in water blessings ceremonies drawn
on or above the waters. And can be chosen to close ceremonies in this understanding the blessings continue for the generations.

Sigils of the Four Directions

Blavit-rechvatu
Praise
East

Neresh-huspata
Love
South

Nusarat-ubesvi
Gratitude
North

Vich Eshe-na
Trust
West

Rain on the Earth is available to travel for BVP basic
initiations, presentations and workshops provided that
her expenses and accommodations are covered.

BVP Workshop/Initiations group at the Bear Clan
of the Medicine Creek Metis

Contact
Rain on the Earth
dancingastherain@gmail.com
medicinetalkradio.wordpress.com
White Buffalo Radio
Medicine Talk Radio
707-219-6700
Sigil of the Liaison

